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Creating an Account

1. Sign up as a host (www.marketdojo.com)

2. Confirm Account

3. Confirm Account
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Dashboard

Current Events:

Events where suppliers have been invited.

Draft Events:

Events that you are working on, but suppliers
have not been invited to.

Closed Events:

Events which have been completed.

Messages:

Any unread messages will be under the messages
tab.

Sandpit

Access the Sandpit through the ‘More’
menu. The Sandpit allows you to create
events in a safe environment with no
fear of inviting real suppliers.

Use the Sandpit to create events. Use the
toggle at the top to act as a host, or 3
Sandpit suppliers to behave as a supplier

Top Tip: You can clone events from the sandpit to the live environment once perfected
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Creating Events

There are 3 ways to create an event; from
new, from a template or clone an existing
event

New Event: Create the whole event from
afresh

Event template: use a pre-made template to
create an event.

Clone Event: Take a copy of a previous event.
You can decide on a detailed level, which
part of the event you would like to clone, as
well as from outside or inside the Sandpit.
You can clone:

- The event settings
- The lots
- The questionnaires
- Documents
- Participants
- The whole event

Top Tip: Consider creating templated events to clone; Simple RFQ, Complex RFQ, eAuction to create

efficiency and standardise the teams approach to market.

Initial Event Set Up

Give the event a suitable name

Set the currency of your event. Check the
multi-currency box to use multiple
currencies and set the exchange rate

The brief is your opportunity to provide
an overview of the event, timelines,
introduction to your suppliers, etc.
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Top Tip: sell the opportunity to your suppliers. Tell them why they should take part in your tender.

Choose what you type of event you want
by clicking on the box;

Questionnaire, RFQ, eAuction or a
combination of them all

Questionnaires

Name your questionnaire

Set a deadline for supplier
responses

Choose if you want the
questionnaire to be
pre-qualification, have scoring,
and/or weighting.
Weighting is possible by
question, section, or question
and section

There are 3 ways to build a questionnaire:

- Within the application through ‘new
questionnaire’
- Use Excel through the ‘Download’ and
‘Upload’
- Use templates to import a saved

questionnaire
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Write your question, provide a question
description.

Provide scoring information for any internal
scorers you may have (not visible to suppliers)

Assign a question a score, if appropriate

Choose your question type: yes/no, pick from a
list, multiple choice, one line text, paragraph text,
document upload, table or date.

Create sections and questions through the
relevant buttons. There is no limit to the number
of questions and sections.

Use the copy function to copy questions or entire
sections.

Pre-Qualification Questionnaires

The first questionnaire within your
eSourcing event can be made a PQQ by
ticking the relevant box.

A PQQ  allows you to gateway content
from your suppliers until they have been
approved to progress by you.

Typical PQQ’s will involve agreeing and
signing an NDA, Terms and Conditions,
and any other prerequisites.
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Balanced Scorecard

It’s possible to create fully weighted questionnaires in Sourcing Dojo, to replicate a balanced
scorecard. Weighting can be applied by question, section, or by section and question. Scoring can
also be applied on a question by question basis.

By question: All questions in
a questionnaire must add up
to 100%.

Questionnaire X:

Section 1: Q1 – 40%
Q2 – 0%
Q3 – 20%

Section 2: Q1 – 15%
Q2 – 25%

Section 3: Q1
Q2

Question total = 100%

By section: All sections in a
questionnaire must add up
to 100%.

Questionnaire X:

Section 1: Q1
Q2

(30%)        Q3

Section 2: Q1
Q2

(20%)

Section 3: Q1
Q2

(50%)

Section total = 100%

By per section and per
question: All questions in a
section must add up to
100% and all sections must
add up to 100%.

Questionnaire X:

Section 1: Q1 – 40%
Q2 – 40%

(30%)        Q3 – 20%

Section 2: Q1 – 75%
Q2 – 25%

(20%)

Section 3: Q1 – 60%
Q2 – 40%

(50%)

Section and question total =
100%

It’s also possible to add multi-scoring to your questionnaire, allowing stakeholders in the organisation
to score entire questionnaires or sections of questionnaires.

The system will aggregate the weighted scoring across all questions and scorers automatically.
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RFQ’s and eAuctions

Use the RFQ or eAuction boxes to collect pricing from
your suppliers.

Set a time for the bid deadline, or auction start date.

For auction:
- Set bid direction (reverse for buying, forward for

selling)
- Type of auction;

- Ranked – suppliers see only their own bid
value and their rank relative to the
market. Suppliers can place a bid of any
value as long as it decreases in line with
the bid decrements set.

- Open -  suppliers can see their own bid
and the anonymous leading bid in the
auction. Suppliers can only place a bid
which will beat the leading bid

- Japanese – Buyers set a start price for the
lots and a time interval and bid % drop,
e.g. 2 mins and 5%. Suppliers accept or
decline the bid level within the time
period, and the value drops by the set %.

- Minimum duration
- Dynamic close – any extension periods
- Bid variance
- Use with weighting to run a weighted

RFQ/eAuction to combine quality with the
financials

There are two ways to create lots in Sourcing Dojo:

- Simple lots are useful way of capturing lot by lot pricing
- Advanced lots allows text and pricing information to be captured, multiple pricing columns,

ranking by line item and total, and formulas.
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Simple lots

Add specific information to build your lots:

- Name
- Quantity
- Unit of measure
- Current price – this will be used as a benchmark
to highlight any savings
- Qualification price – set a maximum acceptable
price for your bids

Advance lots

+ Add line items – add your line items as rows
to the table

+ Add components allows you to add columns,
choose if it is a host or supplier entered cell,
and price, text, date, number or picklist.

+ Add totals, more lots and event totals to capture total level pricing
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Documents & Messaging

You can add documents to the event as
any file type. Suppliers can also upload
documents to the documents tab in any
file type.

Tick the ‘include in invite’ box to allow
documents to be accessed at the
pre-qualification level.

The ‘share with’ button allows you to
select which suppliers you want to share a
document with (e.g. award letter) rather
than sharing with all

Once your event is live, you can send
messages externally to suppliers or
internally to collaborators.

You can choose to send messages to all,
active participants, pending participants,
declined, or select them on an individual
basis.
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Inviting Suppliers

The final step is to invite your suppliers to your
event. There are a number of ways to do this:

- Add participant manually – type or copy
their email address into the cell

- Upload list – bulk upload suppliers using
our Excel template

- Pick group – select from a pre-loaded
group or SIM Dojo integrated onboarded
group

- Pick from Participant Database – select
from all of the suppliers you have
previously invited to a group

Support & Resources

Phone us Anytime

Reach a dedicated

account manager by

phone: either by

landline, skype or

mobile. No

switchboards at

Market Dojo.

Live Chat

We’re the only

provider to include in

software live chat for

both you and your

suppliers. Average

answer time is 9

seconds.

Email

All emails go through

our support portal for

real-time updates.

95% of the time your

problem is solved

there and then.

Tutorials & Guides

We have a wealth of

guides from picking

the right strategy to

video tutorials on

each feature of the

tool

Use the Help icon to access our Support and Resources section:

https://www.marketdojo.com/support/
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